**CASE STUDY BULLITT CENTER**

View of the Bullitt Center from the South. The building extends to the property line at ground level, but steps back at the upper levels to provide a thinner floor plate for better daylight performance and to fit within floor area ratio limits set by the zoning code. Mature trees in McGilvra Park to the west shade the lower floors.

**Building Change**

**IN 2009, THE BULLITT FOUNDATION** set out to change the world with a building. Led by president Denis Hayes, organizer of the first Earth Day, the Foundation’s plans called for the Bullitt Center to be the first speculative development to achieve Living Building Challenge certification, meaning it would have to meet the toughest environmental sustainability requirements while also attracting tenants to make it financially sustainable. More than two years into operation, those lofty goals are becoming reality. It is achieving net positive energy use, challenging regulatory hurdles in pursuit of using harvested rainwater as its water source, and raising the sustainability bar as it seeks to live up to its moniker as “The Greenest Office Building in the World.”

**Net Zero Energy**

In design, predicted energy use for the Bullitt Center was driven down to an annual energy use intensity (EUI) of 15–16 kBTU/ft². This matched estimates of what could be reasonably generated on site, following detailed parametric studies of potential solar photovoltaic configurations. The resulting 242 kW canopy PV array is a distinguishing design feature, extending beyond the building’s footprint and encompassing 14,303 ft².

In the past year, the six-story building has been operating at an EUI near 11 kBTU/ft²—an astonishing feat given that its performance is 79% below the stringent 2009 Seattle Energy Code baseline (Figure 1). The successful net positive energy operation is achieved through attention to every driver of energy use in the building, from the architecture, to HVAC systems and delivery of thermal comfort, to lighting...
and plug loads, and ultimately to the occupants and their decision-making around energy consumption (Figure 2).

From a design perspective, the building massing is driven by the goal of using daylighting as the primary means of illumination, with glazed façades oriented for solar control. The thermally efficient skin achieves a heat loss rate 30% better than Seattle’s code; the largest enhancement comes from the triple-glazed aluminum curtainwall systems. Automated exterior blinds enhance solar control for much of the glazing.

The building’s mechanical system includes 26 closed-loop geothermal bores that are 400 ft deep and connect to water-to-water heat pumps. Three heat pumps serve the changeover radiant floor system for space heating and cooling, one heat pump serves the 5,200 cfm heat recovery unit (HRU), and one heat pump provides domestic hot water. The HRU includes a 70% effective sensible heat recovery wheel.

Automated windows are operated via direct digital control to provide the first stage of space cooling.

Modeling during design was performed with two different building analysis software programs for energy and comfort modeling. Both models used a Seattle TMY2 weather file and identical geometries.

The building was assumed to be fully occupied with 150 ft²/person peak occupancy in the open office spaces. Occupant density significantly affected the energy loads since each person was assumed to work at a computer. The model assumed a mix of equipment use: desktop computer stations with two monitors each (65%), laptops plus a monitor (20%) and thin-clients plus a monitor (15%).

Other typical office equipment was also included in the model. Schedules were applied to simulate the building operating at about 80% of peak occupancy from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays.

The Bullitt Center’s energy use is measured and monitored at the

“The culture of conservation extends beyond choosing to use the stairs over the elevator to operation of windows and shades, to behavior that affects the water systems, and of course to energy performance.”
**BUILDING AT A GLANCE**

Name: Bullitt Center  
Location: Seattle  
Owner: The Bullitt Foundation  
Principal Use: Office  
Employees/Occupants: 125  
Expected (Design) Occupancy: 170  
Percent Occupied: 74%  
Gross Square Footage: 52,000  
Conditioned Space: 50,142  

**Distinctions/Awards**

AIA COTE Top Ten, 2015; Sustainable Buildings Industry Council Beyond Green Honor Award, 2014; American Council of Engineering Companies National Engineering Excellence Honor Award, 2014  

**Total Cost**: $18.2 million (construction cost)  
Cost per Square Foot: $349  
Substantial Completion/Occupancy: April 2013

**ENERGY AT A GLANCE (U.S.)**

- Annual Energy Use Intensity (EUI) (Site): 10.8 kBtu/ft²  
  - Electricity (Grid Purchase): 2.3 kBtu/ft²  
  - Electricity (on-Site Solar or Wind Installation): 8.5 kBtu/ft²  
- Annual On-Site Renewable Energy Exported: 9.2 kBtu/ft²  
- Annual Net Energy Use Intensity: –6.9 kBtu/ft²  
- Annual Source (Primary) Energy: 15.7 kBtu/ft²  
- Annual Energy Cost Index (ECI): $0/ft²  
- Annual Load Factor: 45%  
- Savings vs. 2009 Seattle Energy Code Design Building*: 79%  
- ENERGY STAR Rating: 100  
- Carbon Footprint: 0 lb CO₂e/ft²·yr  
- Heating Degree Days (Base 65°F): 4,615  
- Cooling Degree Days (Base 65°F): 192  
- Annual Hours Occupied: 2,500


**WATER AT A GLANCE**

- Annual Water Use: 50,442 gallons

**KEY SUSTAINABLE FEATURES**

- Water Conservation: Rainwater captured in 56,000 gallon cistern for all building and site uses (potable use pending regulatory approval). Composting toilets.
- Recycled Materials: Salvaged wood formwork. Materials selected for compliance with Living Building Challenge Red List (chemicals to avoid) and Appropriate Sourcing (distance radius limits).
- Daylighting: Daylight penetration (2% daylight factor, overcast sky) approximately 20 ft into the space. Exterior automated blinds for glare control.
- **Individual Controls**: Windows (sliding doors) in conference room areas manually operated. Local control of ceiling fans.
- **Carbon Reduction Strategies**: Forest Stewardship Council-certified heavy timber wood structure, locally harvested. Operational net zero energy and net zero water.
- **Transportation Mitigation Strategies**: No on-site automobile parking. Parking for 29 bicycles. Showers in each restroom. Located in neighborhood with Walk Score of 98.

**BUILDING ENVELOPE**

- **Roof**
  - Type: Styrene-butadiene-styrene (SBS) modified on wood decking, rubberized asphalt on concrete  
  - Overall R-value: R-40  
- **Walls**
  - Slab Edge Insulation R-value: R-10  
  - Basement Wall Insulation R-value: R-10  
  - Basement Floor R-value: R-10  
  - Under-Slab Insulation R-value: R-10  
- **Windows**
  - Effective U-factor for Assembly: 0.25  
  - Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC): 0.32  
  - Visual Transmittance: 0.56

**Location**

- Latitude: 47.5  
- Orientation: NW/SE

**BUILDING TEAM**

- Building Owner/Representative: The Bullitt Foundation/Point 32  
- Architect: The Miller Hull Partnership  
- General Contractor: Schuchart  
- Mechanical, Electrical Engineer; Energy Modeler: PAE Consulting Engineers  
- Structural Engineer: DCI Engineers  
- Civil Engineer: Springline Design  
- Landscape Architect: Berger Partnership  
- Lighting Design: Luma Lighting Design  
- Commissioning Agent: Keithly Barber Associates  
- Daylighting Design Support: University of Washington Integrated Design Lab  
- Solar PV Design: Solar Design Associates  
- Water Systems Design: 2020 Engineering  
- Building Envelope Consultant: RDH  

**CASE STUDY BULLIT CENTER**

**Substantial Completion/Occupancy**: April 2013

Individual circuit level. Each circuit is designated as a building load or a tenant load and categorized by type of use, such as HVAC or lighting.

These data are displayed in an interactive public dashboard at the Bullitt Center and on the Web. Unfortunately, the submetering system wasn’t fully commissioned and has only recently been providing useful end use data, so the data presented in this article are from the utility net metering system.

Without end use breakdowns, it is not easy to explain where the better-than-expected energy use is coming from, but the design and ownership team believe it is primarily tenant-related (Figure 3). Less dense office occupancies and more efficient computing equipment have been identified as likely sources of the discrepancy.

**Net Zero Water**

The building’s once-through water system is designed to operate independently of any utility, using collected rainwater as its water source and treating wastewater on site. Rainwater is collected from the roof and stored in a 56,000 gallon cistern.

The Living Building Challenge

The Living Building Challenge (living-future.org/lbc) is an advanced green building certification administered by the International Living Future Institute. It is based on adherence to 20 performance requirements called imperatives organized into seven “Petals.” Significant imperatives discussed in this article include net zero energy, net zero water, chemical Red List and sourcing, and civilized environment and healthy air. All imperatives must be met and documented following one year of operation to achieve full Living Building status.

Net zero energy is defined as site energy and measured on an annual basis. Net zero water requires all water be captured, used, and disposed of on site, although storm water flows are to mimic pre-development hydrology.
The rainwater is designed to be filtered, disinfected with UV and chlorine, and stored as potable water in a 500-gallon day tank. While the filtration and disinfection is sufficient to bring the water to potable quality, current regulations have thus far prevented the project from providing rainwater to potable water fixtures, and municipal water is provided instead.

The building owner is working to establish an independent water district for eventual approval to the rainwater-to-potable system. Rainwater is provided to the building’s foam flush toilets.

Graywater is collected from the building’s showers, sinks, floor drains, and lavatories, but not reused.

Below Ten composters in the basement collect waste from toilets on the six occupied floors. Toilets are exhausted through the composting units. The first compost was offloaded in January 2015, 18 months after initial occupancy, for treatment and eventual use as fertilizer.

Bottom The constructed wetland for graywater treatment is located on the third-level green roof area on the building’s north terrace. The wetland treatment system allows water from the building’s showers, sinks and floor drains to be returned to the local aquifer rather than a wastewater treatment plant.
**Features**

- Redesigned and optimized for total Life Cycle Cost (LCC)
- Reduced install cost and increased flexibility with larger capacity single modules up to 14 tons and system capacity up to 38 tons
- IEER values up to 29.3
- Heat recovery model provides heating down to -13°F

- Further improved seasonal efficiency with automatic and customizable Variable Refrigerant Temperature (VRT) climate tuning
- Reduced commissioning time with VRV configurator software
- Design flexibility with long piping lengths up to 3,280 ft. total and 100 ft. vertical separation between indoor units

**Air-Cooled VRV**
208-230V and 460V
6 to 38 Ton Models

*Complete warranty details available from your local distributor or manufacturer’s representative.*
Energy-Intelligent™ Heating and Cooling Systems
from a world-leading HVAC manufacturer

For more information, contact your local Daikin distributor or sales representative.
Instead, it is stored in a 500-gallon tank, then pumped through a constructed wetland on the building’s north terrace. The water recirculates through the wetland and finally flows into swales at grade to replenish the local groundwater aquifer.

All toilets in the building feed into the composting waste system. The foam flush toilets use approximately 0.04 gallons of rainwater per flush. The toilets prewash the bowl with foam when they are approached; the foam lubricates the bowl and feeds continuously during use to allow solids to pass through the fixture.

Ten composting bins in the basement collect nutrients from the toilets. The composters are continuously exhausted, manually turned daily, and have excess leachate pumped to a storage tank. The leachate is hauled away approximately every 12 to 18 months for treatment and reuse as fertilizer.

Daylighting
Daylight is intended to be the primary source of illumination in all tenant spaces. Building massing, window specifications, floor plate organization, and space planning are designed so no workstations are more than 20 ft from a window.

To manage dynamic sunlight, a weather-responsive automated exterior horizontal blind system is included. This system enables sunlight diffusion, glare control, and dynamic solar shading based on current solar exposure. And, importantly, it reverts to maximum unobstructed aperture area under Seattle’s overcast skies or during clear sky conditions on façades that are not receiving direct sunlight.
A night flush mode maintains 60°F zone air temperature. Occupant override allows user control of the windows and reverts to automatic control after a set time limit.

The building’s natural ventilation performance was modeled to understand cooling comfort and window size requirements (Figure 4). Tenants are encouraged to maintain a minimum amount of openings in partition walls to maintain the designed cross-ventilation rate.

Materials
The Living Building Challenge presents challenging requirements for materials procurement. The Red List imperative enumerates 14 chemicals to avoid in building components, with the intent of removing chemicals harmful to humans and the environment from the entire building life cycle.

The Appropriate Sourcing imperative promotes development of ecological and regional building solutions by limiting the distance materials may travel to the building site. The result is a built work that derives its aesthetic from its structure and a minimal materials palette, in this case showcasing regionally sourced wood and concrete. The design and construction team worked with subcontractors and material suppliers in screening materials.

Below Installation of the photovoltaic array on its support structure was coincident with construction of the building.

Bottom The lower two floors are concrete and upper four floors are heavy timber. The project was the first newly constructed heavy timber building in Seattle in 80 years. Steel was used for wood connections and for lateral load-resisting braced frames on the upper floors.

Current lighting energy use is less than anticipated, primarily due to tenants manually turning off ambient overhead lighting more than expected. This is likely due to the conservation-oriented nature of many of the building tenant organizations and because lighting is a particularly “visible” source of energy use building occupants can directly impact.

Natural Ventilation and Passive Cooling
The building is provided with actuated windows for indoor comfort. During occupied hours, the windows operate during suitable conditions to maintain 70°F.
Lessons Learned

☐ Net Zero Energy Indoor Environment. Achieving net zero energy performance can be architecturally liberating. Spaces within the building are extremely well daylit and comfortable. Simple HVAC and lighting systems reduce ceiling clutter. Reducing the number of finishes to simplify materials vetting under the Living Building Challenge promotes expression of the building structure and allows the aesthetics to derive from environmental performance.

☐ Metering and Verification Systems Need Commissioning, Too. Operational challenges have been experienced with end use submetering and in maintaining the data interface/dashboard through ongoing tenant improvements and changes in the building. After more than a year of troubleshooting and validation efforts, the system is only recently reporting reliable data. With any complex system, many possible sources of error exist, and a process of verification needs to continue beyond the initial commissioning for the submetering.

☐ High Performance and High User Engagement Can Be Achieved Without “Big Data.” In the design phases, detailed feedback was viewed as essential to the performance and to supporting appropriate behaviors. However, tenants are working toward project success, and the building is exceeding energy performance expectations even without detailed energy use data.

☐ Need for Building Operator “Buy-In.” The building requires a full-time on-site skilled building engineer, although this person’s role should diminish over time. The operator has delivered ongoing building commissioning of the energy, water, and metering systems over the first year and a half of operation, as is typical of high performance buildings. The design team believes it would have helped in the transition from construction to occupancy if the eventual operator had been involved in the design process.

☐ Manual vs. Automatic. The exterior shading system and the operable windows are automated, zoned by façade. Automation allows the windows to be used in night flush mode so they can be controlled after hours. However, this introduces challenges when windows open during the day without full input from occupants. An occupant override option is provided to allow ultimate user control.

❑ Open Office Tension. Two major design approaches to achieve net zero energy and related performance—the daylighting design and the natural ventilation approach—rely on an open office concept for the leased office space. As a result, the vast majority of the spaces have no partitions.

The open office decision was made early on, but a constant tension existed between this design and some tenants’ desires for visual and acoustical privacy. Most tenants have created smaller private zones and enclosed conference areas for use when privacy is required. These decisions need to be made early in the design process and then revisited as the design moves forward.

The User Experience

Thermal comfort is anecdotally reported to be very good, even during summer 2015, which had a record-setting number of days with elevated temperatures. The thermally massive floors (3 in. of concrete over 6 in. of solid wood) provide an excellent heat sink in the summer and warmth in the winter, but in swing seasons may feel too cool when the radiant heating isn’t energized. Heating setpoints were adjusted upward to solve this comfort issue.

Visually, the operable blinds provide excellent glare control. The design team expected some tenants might install interior blinds for more localized control of daylight. However, as of this writing, blinds have only been installed on the sixth floor where exterior blinds were not included due to the shading effect of the 20 ft overhang of the rooftop PV array.

Users say the Bullitt Center restrooms have no odors, even though they contain composting toilets. They are exhausted at the point of use through the toilet bowl. The restrooms are under continuous negative pressure to ensure composter vapors never reach the occupants.

Adherence to the materials Red List helps to achieve a high level of indoor air quality. However, other than testing for respirable suspended particulates and volatile organic compounds, no data is available to support this contention.

Project Successes/ Resulting Changes

With its own water supply and treatment system and its own energy plant, the construction of the Bullitt Center came at a cost premium. Because of the integrated design, however, it is not possible to calculate exactly what portion of its $350/ft² cost might be attributed to its environmental features or its high performance. The
The Bullitt Center design team knew that the project could only reach its goals with the cooperation of the people who would use it. Tenants have not only bought into sustainability goals, but their conservation-minded behavior is contributing to the building’s lower than predicted energy use.

The “irresistible stair” is an example of how the building was designed to promote a more interactive, low-energy, interior environment. The unconditioned exit stair meets the fire code with rated construction between the stair and occupied space and sprinklers. But, it is pulled to the exterior of the building and made attractive.

Tenants prefer to use the stair over the elevator. The culture of conservation extends beyond the stair to operation of windows and shades, to behavior that affects the water systems, and to energy performance.

Bullitt Center leases differ from those for more conventional buildings. Besides outlining Living Building Challenge requirements for tenant improvements, use of shared resources (such as the server room), and other green practices, the leases also have set energy budgets for each space.

The intent is the tenants pay typical electricity costs, and if they do not exceed their budgets in a given year, they are fully reimbursed. In reality, however, the budgets haven’t been fully implemented due to difficulties with the submetering system and because the building is vastly outperforming energy projections.

The “irresistible stair.” What would otherwise be a windowless exit stair is pulled to the perimeter and made into a desirable part of the building. The stair is unconditioned and separated from the office areas with fire-rated construction, which was a significant design challenge.

Bullitt Center website (www.bullitcenter.org) has a more in-depth discussion of project costs.

More importantly, the cost of the project met the owner’s requirements for economic feasibility. With a fully leased building, the project is making positive returns at typical class A rents in Seattle.

From a structural perspective, an example of change is the project spurred the City of Seattle to create the Living Building Pilot Program, which grants certain departures, such as additional floor area ratio (the square footage of a building divided by the lot’s square footage) and building height, for projects targeting Living Building certification. The building height departure was the only departure used in this project, and the extra 10 ft of height was divided among each of the floors to increase structure height for better daylight penetration.

When approval is finally in place for operating as a water district, the project will be the first commercial building in the region to run on rainwater. It has also proven that using composting toilets in a multistory urban building is viable.

The project is the first in the region in which the public utility has contracted with a speculative building developer supplying high levels of energy efficiency as a grid resource. Using the term “negawatt-hours,” the Bullitt Center receives monthly payments for the difference between its consumption and what a code building would have used, while passing on to tenants the full energy cost (which has been zero).

In the future, this type of arrangement would allow other building owners and developers a more direct and predictable return on additional investment in efficiency.

Conclusion

The Bullitt Center has exceeded its original goals. It has operated on a net positive energy basis, was the seventh and largest Living Building when it was certified in Spring 2015, and is the first urban commercial project to be so recognized. And, since opening in 2013, the building has hosted more than 6,000 visitors interested in learning how they can achieve similar results in their own communities.
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